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Human Beings are Dynamic. PAx channels that energy for safety, inclusion, and empowerment.

✶PAx describes a wide range of participatory arts, 
culture, and heritage activities including community 
arts, vernacular and informal practices that take place 
in arts institutions, studios, and formal spaces as well 
as in communities, public spaces, and informal 
contexts. 

✶PAx fosters peace, people, and tolerance.

What is ✶PAx?



Self
Creativity
Expression
Agency
Participation
Active citizenship
Spirituality
Individual resilience

Community
Social Inclusion
Embodiment of heritage
Conflict management
De-mystification of the other
Social justice
Celebration of culture
Informal and formal 
Community resilience

Space
Shared ownership
Pride of Place
Effective management
Multiple use
Inclusive, welcoming
Festivals
Concerts
Market places

Why✶PAx and Safer Cities?
PAx and Safer Cities share ecologies. Both are directed at self, community, and space,
and pursue systemic investigation and identification of transversal impact. 



Obstacles to inclusion:

While the vision for urban safety illustrates the integral value of PAx it stops short of articulating that value. 

PAx is typically undervalued and under-represented in City strategies and budgets:
- Seen as ‘soft’ or decorative, rather than essential
- Impact is under-estimated and misunderstood
- Low capacity for engagement with PAx as a transformative tool

Opportunities for PAx and City Safety: 

To motivate inclusion of PAx into Neighborhood and City Safety Strategies, budgets, plans, and implementation, 
we need indicators that justify this value. 
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Impact: What we need less of:

Crime Statistics:

As the incidence of homicides and 
violent crimes etc. reduces, Cities 
are seen to be safer.

Social Crime Prevention: 

Aligned to public health 
approaches, as vulnerability is 
reduced, urban safety interventions 
are demonstrated to be having the 
desired impact.

Traditional Urban Safety Indicator Clusters and Methodologies

Impact: What we need more 
of:

Urban Planning and 
Environmental Design (CPTED): 

City mandates support investment 
in ‘safe’ public spaces to deliver 
short-term, highly visible outcomes. 

PAx represents an opportunity to 
both strengthen SCP and CPTED, 
by harnessing human dynamism 



1.   Effective urban governance, investment in PAx
- Numbers of officials with capacity dedicated to PAx
- Percentage of City and neighborhood budget allocations
- Formalized partnerships with PVAC sector 

2. Diverse use of public space, exercise of the right to the City (Inclusivity, safe public places) 
- Percentage of public space allocated to diverse uses, including PAx
- PAx events with transversal City support

3. Community participation in vernacular arts programmes (Social cohesion)
- Reach of PAx interventions (number of participants and programmes)
- Number of events
- Inclusion of vulnerable groups (number of participants and programmes)

4. Culturally vibrant City spaces and neighborhoods (Communication, advocacy, innovation)
- Artistic expression of collective experiences of safety and violence (number of consultations and exhibitions)
- Number of public artworks, installations and public performances (visual evidence) 

5. Culturally diverse economic development and civic empowerment interventions (Prosperity, Resilience)
- Number of culture-specific festivals across the city
- PAx responses to local threats promoting gun-free spaces, countering gang violence, xenophobia, sexual harassment
- Inclusive community engagement and consultation (number of participants and engagements)

Proposed Indicators of ✶PAx Integration:
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